
New day 9:00
October 15
There is a a very big difference coming here in the morning on a weekend
Everyone wants to sit down, there's more pressure to drop and go
A lot of older people sitting down in the corner by the ordering side 6
2 mac students by the dna wall one of color both female
Kid with dad just in front of them
Im sitting next to the stop by the stage
There is a couple older ladies ordering coffee grounds, perhaps restocking for the week
Older group of 3 sitting in the middle having hot coffee and discussing events while holding
newspapers
9:20
There is a large demographic of older white people just having conversations with hot coffee
Two men of color in line ordering and more mac students
The students are white visibly showing sweaters or mac athletic backpacks
There has been a lot of rearranging of chairs that I have not noticed happen before today
There is an older white man doing crossword puzzles on the stage
Three friends next to him talking all seem white
The man next to me is writing in a journal and pondering very carefully almost makes me think
he himself is observing the coffee shop as well, perhaps writing a book?
The people next to me whom I thought were white are speaking Spanish, perhaps bilingual or
just practicing?
There's some more mac students that came in, two white one asian
Older veterans came in canes w their hats on
Econ dude came in with a friend today he has a book but no laptop today, I assume it's like a rest
day for him; hes chilling with a friend instead of doing homework
He is showing his friend quotes of a book that he is reading and discussing it
9:45
A black women with a white women come in to order, seem like very good friends as they are
hugging at the entrance of the coffee shop
Most people have left in the hour that i have been here, only the older people have stayed
There are new pairs or people that have come in to sit down
White male was waiting for a white friend who came in and ordered they immediately started
catching up about work
Asian pair or friends walked in and are enjoying some pastries with coffee, it seems like its their
first time here as they are looking at the dna wall and show skepticality in regards to the pastries
There is a large line now with mostly white haired men prepared to order

In this observation many of the individuals in the coffee shop had very relaxing postures as they
were there to stay a while. You could see the disappointment of the other individuals who wanted



to take a seat and chat with their own companions but were not able to due to the insufficient
seats. The demographic of the coffee shop keeps being that of an older crowed, there are young
people but they are very outnumbered by the amount of people that are in their early thirties and
much older folks.


